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We examined how surface-level diversity (based on race) and deep-level similarities influenced three-person decision-making groups on a hidden-profile task. Surface-level homogeneous groups perceived their information to be less unique and spent less time on the task than surface-level diverse groups. When the groups were given the opportunity to learn about their deep-level similarities prior to the task, group members felt more similar to one another and reported greater perceived attraction, but this was more true for surface-level homogeneous than surface-level diverse groups. Surface-level homogeneous groups performed slightly better after discovering deep-level similarities, but discovering deep-level similarities was not helpful for surface-level diverse groups, who otherwise outperformed surface-level homogeneous groups. We discuss the implications of this research for managing diversity in the workplace.
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A primary reason organizations use groups is to garner the benefits of the unique knowledge and information that group members might bring to the table (e.g. Schneider & Northcraft, 1999). For nearly twenty years the sharing and integration of unique information in small group discussions has been the subject of much experimental (e.g. Stasser & Stewart, 1992; Stasser & Titus, 1985, 1987; Stasser, Vaughan, & Stewart, 2000; Stewart & Stasser, 1995; Winquist & Larson, 1998; Wittenbaum, 2000) and some
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field research (e.g. Larson, Christensen, Abbott, & Franz, 1996, 1998). Reflecting the reality that all individuals bring a unique constellation of perspectives and experiences to small group discussions, this research examines hidden profile decision situations in which suboptimal decisions are likely to be made if unique information is not shared and integrated into the group discussion (Stasser & Titus, 1985; for reviews see Wittenbaum, Hollingshead, & Botero, 2004; Wittenbaum & Stasser, 1996). In such situations, organizations and teams that can create environments where members are willing to share and discuss unique information may gain considerable competitive advantage.

In this article, we seek to understand more about how surface-level (i.e. race/ethnicity) and deep-level (i.e. experiences, preferences, and values) diversity affects the ability of groups to benefit from their unique information. We move beyond the typical social categorization perspective on diversity and highlight a by-product of the social categorization process—assumptions of in-group similarity—which has been overlooked by many researchers in this tradition (cf. Williams & O’Reilly, 1998). We extend the argument that surface-level diversity triggers expectations that informational differences may be present in groups, and legitimizes the expression of unique information (Phillips, 2003; Phillips & Loyd, 2006; Van Knippenberg, De Dreu, & Homan, 2004; Van Knippenberg & Haslam, 2003). Moreover, by highlighting deep-level similarities in an effort to increase levels of attraction and diminish social categorization effects, we argue that managers may undermine the benefits of having surface-level diversity present in groups that must share unique information for effective performance. We provide some empirical evidence, while integrating research on collective information sampling in groups with that on the effects of group diversity.

**Collective information sampling in groups**

Research on information sharing in groups has found that sharing and integrating unique (i.e. known by a single member) as opposed to commonly held (i.e. known to all members) information into group decisions is easier said than done (for reviews see Stasser, 1999; Wittenbaum & Stasser, 1996; Wittenbaum et al., 2004). One reason why unique information is mentioned and repeated less than commonly held information is because group members generally assume that the information they possess is the same as that possessed by others (unless contrary information is available) (Stasser, Stewart, & Wittenbaum, 1995). The assumption is that there is no unique information, and that unmentioned information is information that other group members have deemed not of sufficient importance to discuss. When unique information does arise in groups, individuals are likely to assume that because the information is not widely held among the group members, it is less important than commonly held information, and therefore may fail to repeat that unique information during discussion. Moreover, people may feel uncomfortable expressing and focusing on unique information, because it is often inconsistent with their perceived expectations that their information should be similar to that of other group members (Gruenfeld, Mannix, Williams, & Neale, 1996; Phillips, Mannix, Neale, & Gruenfeld, 2004). Sharing unique information also leads to a lack of social validation from others, causing individuals to feel less accepted than when they share commonly held information (Wittenbaum & Bowman, 2004).

Despite the information sharing barriers in groups, the discussion of unique information has been shown to increase when group members have greater reason to believe that unique information is going to be present. For instance, when expertise is labeled, or if people are explicitly forewarned that unique information is present, groups are better able to share and integrate the unique information into the discussion (Franz & Larson, 2002; Schittekatte & Van Hiel, 1996; Stasser et al., 1995; Stewart & Stasser, 1995). To this end, Postmes, Spears and Cihangir (2001) have shown that unique information is more likely to be shared when groups have developed a norm
of criticality instead of consensus. In such critical norm groups, the sharing of unique information is consistent with the group norms and the same overvaluing of shared information is less likely to occur. Thus, for groups to use their unique information effectively, the sharing of such information has to be perceived as a legitimate part of the groups’ norms and identity (Jetten, Postmes, & McAuliffe, 2002; Postmes, Haslam, & Swaab, 2005; Van Knippenberg et al., 2004).

We posit that surface-level diversity may also serve this legitimation purpose in groups by making it more acceptable to discuss and value unique information that must be shared for effective performance. Recent research has distinguished between diversity in surface-level characteristics, which are immediately salient in groups (like race and gender), versus diversity in deep-level characteristics (like attitudes, opinions, information, and values), which become known only over time through verbal and nonverbal communication (Harrison, Price, & Bell, 1998; Harrison, Price, Gavin, & Florey, 2002; Jackson, May, & Whitney, 1995). We expect surface-level differences to serve as a signal to group members that unique information may be present, leading them to be more aware of and willing to share unique information with the group. This argument is consistent with recent research on composition beliefs, which has shown that individuals believe diverse groups are likely to outperform homogeneous ones when unique ideas are needed, whereas homogeneous groups are likely to outperform diverse ones when commonality of ideas is needed (van Knippenberg & Haslam, 2003). Also see the work on the mechanical and organic solidarity discussed by Postmes et al. (2005) supporting the notion that multiple sources of identity simultaneously exist in groups.

Our argument is based on the fact that a primary consequence of categorization processes is that people assume that they hold more similar deep-level perspectives with individuals who share their surface-level characteristics than with people who do not, on topics both relevant and irrelevant to the salient surface-level distinction (e.g. Allen & Wilder, 1975, 1979; Chen & Kenrick, 2002; Diehl, 1988; Holtz & Miller, 1985; Phillips, 2003; Phillips & Loyd, 2006; Tajfel, 1969; Wilder, 1984). For instance, Allen and Wilder (1979) divided students into two groups, allegedly on the basis of their preferences for oil paintings, and found greater assumed deep-level similarity between self and similar others than between self and dissimilar others on opinions about art (category relevant) and politics (category irrelevant). Recent research by Phillips and Loyd (2006) found this same pattern of assumed deep-level similarity in decision-making settings when examining the relationship between salient task-relevant (e.g. functional background) (also see Phillips, 2003) and irrelevant (e.g. campus geography) social categories and task opinions.

Especially at the beginning of a group’s existence, when surface-level characteristics are most salient (Harrison et al., 1998, 2002), individuals are likely to use the presence of these characteristics to predict who shares deep-level perspectives with whom. In surface-level homogeneous groups, group members are likely to assume that they all possess the same information about the task, whereas in surface-level diverse groups members are likely to expect there to be differences in information (Antonio et al., 2004; Phillips, 2003; Phillips & Loyd, 2006; Phillips et al., 2004). Thus, surface-level diversity triggers expectations that deep-level diversity will be present in groups, and serves to legitimize the surfacing of unique information. Significantly, this legitimation of unique information may apply not only to those who are (surface-level) ‘different’ in the group, but also to group members who are similar to most others. Phillips and Loyd (2006) found that dissenting members of the social majority voiced themselves more persistently and confidently when there was diversity present than when there was not. They concluded that the mere presence of diversity encouraged those dissenting group members to voice their disparate perspective when they might otherwise have remained silent and conformed to the opinion of their in-group (e.g. Abrams, Wetherell, Cochrane, Hogg, & Turner, 1990; Asch, 1952).
For these reasons, surface-level homogeneous groups should be less aware of the unique information they possess. As such, over the course of the group discussion they will be less likely to discuss unique information about the task than will surface-level diverse groups. This will result in the surface-level homogenous groups spending less time discussing the task than their diverse counterparts. Moreover, spending less time discussing the task will further hinder the discovery of unique information (Larson et al., 1996, 1998) leading to a confirmation of the group members’ expectations that they all have the same information. In contrast, in groups where members possess unique information, surface-level diverse groups are more likely to discover and discuss unique information than surface-level homogenous groups. Surface-level diverse groups assume that unique information is more likely to be there, and the presence of informational differences will be more consistent with their expectations. Likewise, if group members are aware that they might possess unique information, they should be inclined to spend more time discussing the task in an effort to discover and integrate that information. Thus we hypothesize that,

Hypothesis 1: Surface-level homogeneous groups will be less aware of their unique information, and will spend less time discussing the task than will surface-level diverse groups.

Highlighting deep-level similarities

Although surface-level diversity may be beneficial to teams or work groups that must share unique information for effective performance, diversity researchers have often found that diversity has a negative impact on communication and cohesion, and promotes high levels of detrimental group conflict (Ely & Thomas, 2001; Jackson, Joshi & Erhardt, 2003; Jehn, Northcraft, & Neale, 1999; Pelled, Eisenhardt, & Xin, 1999; for extensive reviews see also Miliken & Martins, 1996; Williams & O’Reilly, 1998). Over the past ten years, diversity researchers have focused on how to minimize the detrimental effects of social categorization on workgroups, with some suggesting that increasing the level of perceived deep-level similarity among group members should help them feel more socially validated and accepted by the other members of the group (e.g. Gaertner et al., 2000). Some social categorization researchers have advocated this perspective, suggesting that interventions designed to minimize the salience of social categories and instead ‘de-categorize’ or ‘re-categorize’ group members by highlighting the similarities that exist across seemingly different individuals can be beneficial to group functioning (e.g. Gaertner et al., 2000; Northcraft & Martin, 1982). For instance, Northcraft and Martin (1982) argued that, ‘... the liking, acceptance, and perceived competence of tokens and solos can be enhanced by making salient their similarities to majority group members in background, attitudes, and interests’ (p. 114). Further, in a study of corporate outside directors of Fortune/Forbes 500 companies, Westphal and Milton (2000) found that minority board members (categorized on the basis of their functional background, industry background, education, race, or gender) were more influential on their focal boards when they had direct or indirect social ties, often through their common experiences with (focal board) majority members on other corporate boards.

This perspective is built on the well-established body of findings that similarity attracts (Byrne, 1971). Individuals generally are more attracted to and feel more comfortable interacting with others whom they perceive to be similar. For both surface-level homogeneous and surface-level diverse groups, an intervention designed to help group members discover their deep-level similarities should lead to greater feelings of attraction. Learning that one shares deep-level similarities with a fellow group member should also promote recategorization, increasing the likelihood that out-group members (i.e. those who have surface-level dissimilarities from other group members) will actually be seen as part of the in-group (e.g. Gaertner, Mann, Murrell, & Dovidio, 1989; Kramer & Brewer, 1984). The potential negative effects of social categorization may,
subsequently, be reduced. As a result, we suggest that:

Hypothesis 2A: Members of groups who learn about deep-level similarities should perceive greater attraction from other group members than those who do not learn about deep-level similarities.

However, recent research has suggested that increasing this perceived similarity and attraction among the group members may come at a cost to the group’s ability to benefit from the surface-level differences we have discussed here (Hornsey & Jetten, 2004; Jetten et al., 2002; Postmes et al., 2001; van Knippenberg et al., 2004). For instance, Postmes et al. (2002) found that a focus on agreement and commonalities created norms of consensus that in turn undermined the sharing of unique information in groups. The effectiveness of recategorization or promoting the perception of others as similar to oneself as a means to diminish the detrimental effects of surface-level diversity has also been called into question by researchers of self-verification (e.g. Polzer, Milton, & Swann, 2002; Swann, Milton, & Polzer, 2000). These researchers argue that promoting the perception (or recategorization) of all group members as similar, may also discourage individuals from thinking and acting in ways associated with their unique category memberships (Gaertner et al., 1989). Yet, it is precisely these unique ways of thinking and acting that constitute the potential positive contribution of a diverse workgroup (Polzer et al., 2002, p. 297). Thus, highlighting deep-level similarities (especially in surface-level diverse groups), while leading to greater feelings of attraction toward the other group members, may undermine the groups’ awareness of and willingness to embrace unique information.

In sum, the process of highlighting deep-level similarities may undermine the signaling effect of surface-level diversity that legitimates expressing and discussing unique information by all group members. In other words, learning about deep-level similarities in surface-level diverse groups may interfere with the legitimation of difference and disagreement that surface-level diversity promotes. For example, if a work group who thinks they are diverse based on the surface-level characteristic of race finds that they all share the same attitudes, feelings, and experiences about the organization, they may be reluctant to disagree with each other going forward with the task. They may feel that they really are not all that different from each other after all. Thus, for surface-level diverse groups, although the realization of deep-level similarities may increase attraction toward the group, it may simultaneously increase pressures to conform to the group and undermine the discussion of unique information (Abrams et al., 1990).

For surface-level homogeneous groups highlighting similarities will also increase attraction, and may further interfere with the sharing of unique information since doing so poses a threat to feelings of acceptance and validation (Wittenbaum & Bowman, 2004; Wittenbaum, Hubbell, & Zuckerman, 1999). Thus, we believe that for surface-level homogeneous groups there will be somewhat of a ‘floor’ effect—the lack of surface-level differences will hinder the expectation of informational differences and the discussion of unique information, and then the highlighting of deep-level similarities will further hinder this process. Thus, we hypothesize that:

Hypothesis 2B: Highlighting deep-level similarities will lead to less awareness of unique information and less discussion time.

Hypothesis 2C: The effect of highlighting deep-level similarities on awareness of unique information and discussion time will be more pronounced for surface-level diverse groups than for surface-level homogeneous groups.

In terms of group performance, highlighting deep-level similarities should be detrimental because it undermines the legitimacy of discussing needed unique information. Although attraction may increase in groups as a result of learning about deep-level similarities, these deep-level similarities will be inconsistent with any expectation of unique information being present and thus are likely to hurt group performance, especially for surface-level diverse groups (e.g. Watson, Kumar, & Michaelsen, 1993). As such, we would argue that:
Hypothesis 3A: Surface-level diverse groups will outperform surface-level homogeneous groups.

Hypothesis 3B: Groups that highlight deep-level similarities will perform worse than groups that do not.

Hypothesis 3C: The performance of surface-level diverse groups that highlight deep-level similarities will be more negatively affected than the performance of surface-level homogeneous groups that highlight deep-level similarities.

To test the hypotheses, groups received an intervention asking them to discover deep-level similarities among group members. Exploring the effects of this intervention should allow for a better understanding of how different groups (i.e., those that are surface-level diverse or homogeneous) are affected by finding that they have deep-level similarities prior to engaging in a task where unique information must be shared.

Method

Participants and overview
A total of 216 undergraduate business students at a midwestern business school participated in this research. The median age of the participants was 21 years, and approximately 42% of the sample was female. The students participated in a class exercise designed to provide insight into group decision-making. Participants were given extra course credit for their participation, and a few of the best performing groups on the prediscussion task were randomly selected and entered into a raffle to receive certificates for free meals at local restaurants.

Participants first made individual assessments about who they believed committed a murder (see Stasser & Stewart, 1992 for materials) based on the investigating detective’s reports, and then discussed the case in three-person groups. Groups were either all male (42) or all female (30); the gender composition of the group is included as a covariate in all analyses presented. Eighty-two percent of the participants were white, 14% Asian, and the remainder African American or Hispanic. We used a 2 (surface-level homogeneous vs. surface-level diverse) × 2 (deep-level similarities highlighted vs. control) between-subjects design and all analyses were conducted at the group level. There were a total of 31 surface-level homogeneous (i.e., three Caucasian group members) and 41 surface-level diverse groups (i.e., two Caucasian and one Asian, African American, or Hispanic). Forty groups were in the deep-level similarities condition and 32 were in the control condition. Participants were thoroughly debriefed about the purpose of the study after participation.

Materials
Every participant was given a packet of evidence from an apparent homicide investigation. The evidence consisted of interviews and a variety of supporting materials, including a list of suspects, a map, a personal note, and a newspaper article. All of these materials were adapted from Stasser and Stewart’s (1992) study. Within each group, every member received the list of suspects, transcripts of initial interviews with each of the four key suspects, the newspaper article, and maps of the crime scene and surrounding area. The materials contained 42 clues in all, 12 of which were critical for solving the case. All participants received 30 commonly shared clues; 12 critical clues were distributed among the three group members such that each group member held some unique information pertinent to identifying the guilty suspect. These clues were embedded in follow-up interviews with the key suspects, and interviews with some additional witnesses. In all of the groups, a hidden profile existed because the best solution was more likely to be found if the unique information represented by the 12 unshared critical clues was shared.

Procedure
When participants arrived at the laboratory or in the classroom, they were randomly assigned to three-person groups based on their visible racial characteristics, with the constraint that all three members had to be of the same gender. In some groups the three group members appeared to all be Caucasian (surface-level homogeneous groups), and in other groups two of the members appeared Caucasian and...
one was of a different race (Asian, African American, or Hispanic). At the end of participation, group members provided their self-identified race on the post-task questionnaire, and the experimenters’ group assignments were validated against the information provided by the students.

During the study, participants were first given approximately 20 minutes to read and review materials in order to determine which of four suspects committed a murder (materials drawn from Stasser & Stewart, 1992 and also used by Gruenfeld et al., 1996; Liljenquist, Galinsky, & Kray, 2004; Phillips et al., 2004). Individuals were instructed to take notes on the case while reading the materials, because they would not be allowed to keep the case materials during the group discussion portion of the exercise. Participants made an individual assessment of who they believed was more likely to have committed the murder. They were asked to indicate how confident they were that each of the four suspects did or did not commit the murder. Subjects were also asked to provide a brief, written justification for their decision.

Participants were then gathered into their assigned three-person groups, and were instructed that they had 5 minutes to complete a short exercise before beginning group discussion. Groups were separated so that they could not overhear the deliberations of other groups. Half of the groups were randomly assigned to identify their similarities with the following instructions:

Working together with the other two members of your group, you have 5 minutes to discover as many things as possible that the three of you have in common. You may include anything that you have in common: friends, experiences, hobbies, books or movies that you liked, places to which you have all traveled, places where you all have lived or visited— anything that the three of you have in common. Put as many items on your list as possible.

The control groups were given the following instructions:

Working by yourself, you have 5 minutes to list as many US states and their capitals as you can remember. Put as many states and their capitals on your list as possible.

Control group members did not work together on the state capitals task in order to prevent the inadvertent sharing of similarity information while working together on the task. (A follow-up data collection revealed that working together to identify similarities increased group members’ perceptions of similarity while working together on the state capitals task did not). In both conditions, participants were informed that the group during that session that generated the longest list (of similarities or state capitals) could receive a prize (certificates for free meals at a local restaurant).

After completing the 5-minute task, group members individually completed a 20-item survey titled ‘Personal Assessment Inventory’, by circling the number that best indicated how much they agreed with each of the statements on a scale from 1 = strongly disagree to 7 = strongly agree. 54 groups completed the survey. Embedded in the items were questions assessing how similar group members felt to one another and how attracted they thought the group would be to them (adapted from Eagly, 1967).

Once the short exercise and questionnaire were completed, participants were instructed to come to a group decision regarding which suspect they believed was most likely to have committed the murder. They were informed that they would have to report their group decision in exactly the same way that they had reported their individual decisions. Groups were given up to 35 minutes to complete their discussions, which were timed by the experimenter. Finally, upon completion of the group discussion, participants filled out an individual post-task questionnaire where they recorded the group decision in terms of how confident they were that each of the four possible suspects committed the murder. All participants then answered several questions assessing their group’s task performance and management of information, as well as reporting their individual demographic characteristics.

Group task performance was operationalized as how confident the group was that the correct (guilty) suspect committed the murder. For instance, groups could report that they were
0% to 100% certain that the correct suspect committed the murder. Group members responded individually, and individual responses were aggregated to the group level as in most groups the individual responses were exactly the same (one way analysis of variance (ANOVA) for group membership ($F(71, 143) = 9.35$, intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC(1)) = .74). To illustrate that our results are indeed a reflection of group accuracy on this task, and not just higher levels of overall confidence in the groups’ assessments, we also examined how confident groups were that each of the other three (innocent) suspects committed the murder.

**Dependent variables**

To measure group members’ awareness about whether they possessed unique information, group members were asked to respond to the following item: ‘The information in my packet was the same as that in others’ packets’, with 1 labeled ‘not at all the same’ and 7 labeled ‘exactly the same’ (Gruenfeld et al., 1996; Phillips et al., 2004). Group discussion time was measured in minutes and seconds with an average of 20.11 minutes ($SD = 6.67$). Likewise, perceptions of similarity were measured on the post-manipulation questionnaire with the following item ‘I feel similar to the other members of my group’. How attracted group members thought others were to them was captured by four items measured on a 7-point Likert scale; ‘I think I will like being a member of this group’, ‘I think the others in the group will like me’, ‘I am fun to be with’, and ‘I am easy to like’ ($\alpha = .87$). The questions were asked from the perspective of the participant because the internal feelings of the individual, even if others in the group were actually more or less attracted, were thought to be the critical assessment leading to how socially validated group members would feel during the group discussion.

To examine the number and content of the similarities listed by groups, two independent raters who were blind to the hypotheses first counted the number of similarities listed by each group. They then categorized the deep-level similarities listed into two categories: characteristics that were more obvious because of the nature of the groups and participants being used, versus less obvious characteristics that took more discussion and interaction to learn.

Obvious characteristics were things that were clear to all of the group members and potentially similar among many participants in the study, such as ‘all members had been in (a major building on campus)’, that all students must enter for class registration and other activities. Other similarities characterized as obvious included items such as group members were all wearing shoes; group members all have hair, etc. Less obvious characteristics were described as those that could not be discerned by the group members from simply looking at the group members or knowing that they were students at the university, i.e. similarities that could not have been a matter of common knowledge. These less obvious similarities between group members included personal likes and dislikes (such as all members liked certain foods or certain restaurants), similarities in places that individuals had visited, and similarities in nonobvious demographic characteristics (such as the number of siblings). Thus, group members had to be explicit in divulging nonobvious information about themselves to discover hidden interpersonal similarities.

The two raters were trained together on about 10% of the groups (eight groups). The 162 similarities listed in those eight groups were coded in the same category 93.2% of the time. This gave us confidence to allow the two coders to proceed independently with coding the rest of the groups. One coder independently coded 39 of the 72 groups and the other coder did the 25 remaining groups.

**Results**

To test our hypotheses regarding the impact of highlighting deep-level similarities in surface-level homogeneous and diverse groups, we used a 2 (surface-level homogeneous or surface-level diverse) × 2 (deep-level similarity intervention or control) analysis of covariance.
(ANCOVA) approach to analyze the data. Gender composition of the group (male or female) was a covariate in the analyses. All analyses were conducted at the group level. We tested the validity of aggregating the dependent variables of perceived uniqueness of information, feelings of similarity, and perceived attraction to the group level in two steps (see Bliese, 2000). First, we ran a one-way analysis of variance with group membership as the independent variable to ensure that the variance between teams was greater than the variance within teams. In all cases, the ANOVAs were significant ($F(71, 143) = 2.15, p < .001$; $F(53, 108) = 1.50, p <.04$; $F(53, 108) = 1.57, p < .03$). We then calculated ICC(1) values for each of the dependent variables to test how much variability in individual responses was due to group membership (Bliese, 2000; Klein & Kozlowski, 2000). The ICC(1) values were 0.28, 0.15, and 0.16 respectively, suggesting that there was significant interdependence in individual responses and that group membership accounted for a reasonable proportion of variance in individual responses on these three dependent variables (Bliese, 2000; James, 1982).2

**Manipulation checks**

The composition of the groups was validated against the self-reported race of each of the participants. This revealed that there were two groups initially categorized by the experimenter as racially homogeneous that self-identified as racially diverse. These groups were moved to the appropriate category before analysis.

To check on the outcomes of the similarity-manipulation, we first examined the number of similarities listed by surface-level homogeneous and diverse groups. We found no significant differences in the number of similarities listed by the two types of groups ($M = 18.84, SD = 7.98$). Likewise, there were no significant differences in the types of similarities listed by the groups with an average of 59% ($SD = 18\%$) being categorized as nonobvious by the coders. These results suggest that surface-level homogeneous and surface-level diverse groups naturally generated approximately the same number and type of similarities during the similarity intervention.

We also examined how similar group members felt to one another right after completing the manipulation, but before beginning discussion of the task. As expected, group members felt more similar to one another after highlighting deep level similarities ($M = 4.71, SD = 0.80$) than in the control conditions ($M = 4.49, SD = 0.76$) ($F(1, 49) = 3.92, p = .05$). Notably, there was a marginally significant interaction effect ($F(1, 49) = 2.86, p = .097$), suggesting that deep-level similarities increased feelings of similarity more for surface-level homogeneous groups than for surface-level diverse groups (see Table 2 for means).

**Hypotheses tests**

In Hypothesis 1, we predicted that surface-level homogeneous groups would report discovering less unique information and would discuss the task less than would surface-level diverse groups. We conducted a multivariate analysis of variance analysis and found support for our hypothesis ($F(2, 63) = 3.14, p < .05$). The follow-up univariate tests revealed that surface-level homogeneous groups reported that the information in their packets was more similar ($M = 3.31, SD = 1.18$) than did surface-level diverse groups ($M = 2.78, SD = 0.80$) ($F(1, 67) = 4.39, p < .05$). Likewise, we found that surface-level homogeneous groups ($M = 17.90, SD = 7.54$) spent less time discussing the task than surface-level diverse groups ($M = 21.72, SD = 5.52$) ($F(1, 64) = 5.29, p < .03$). Table 1, which includes the correlations among all of the variables reported here, shows that discussion time and awareness of unique information were significantly correlated at $r = -.46, p < .01$. Controlling for the effects of discussion time on the awareness of unique information, the effect of surface-level group composition on awareness of unique information was no longer significant ($F < 1.0, p > .30$), suggesting that discussion time mediated the effects of surface-level composition on the discovery of unique information.

Hypothesis 2A predicted that learning about nontask relevant deep-level similarities would increase perceived attraction among the group.
Analysis revealed a marginally significant main effect for the similarity manipulation ($F(1, 49) = 3.00, p < .10$); groups exposed to the similarity intervention reported greater feelings of attraction ($M = 5.29, SD = 0.54$) than those in the control condition ($M = 5.15, SD = 0.54$). This main effect was accompanied by a significant and unexpected interaction effect ($F(1, 49) = 5.38, p < .03$). While surface-level homogeneous groups were more attracted to one another after the deep-level similarity manipulation, this was not the case for surface-level diverse groups (see Table 2 for means). Neither Hypotheses 2B (that there would be a main effect of the deep-level similarity manipulation on awareness of unique information and discussion time) nor Hypothesis 2C (that the impact of surface-level composition would interact with the similarity intervention to affect awareness of unique information and discussion time) was supported ($F_s < 1, p_s = ns$).

Group performance was analyzed using an ANCOVA analysis with two covariates—gender composition and the average individual confidence about the a priori correct suspect prior to group discussion. Although the means were in the expected direction ($M = 65.60, SD = 26.76$ and $M = 56.77, SD = 31.91$ for surface-level diverse and homogeneous groups respectively), the main effects for surface-level diversity and the deep-level similarity manipulation were not supported ($F_s < 1, p_s = ns$). Further analysis did reveal a significant interaction between surface-level diversity and the deep-level similarity manipulation ($F(1, 66) = 6.29, p < .02$). As predicted in Hypothesis 3c, we found that surface-level diverse groups performed worse after being exposed to the deep-level similarity manipulation ($M = 61.00, SD = 28.69$) than when they were not ($M = 72.79, SD = 22.41$) ($F(1, 37) = 4.20, p < .05$). In contrast and contrary to our expectations, surface-level homogeneous groups seemed to perform better after experiencing the similarity intervention ($M = 67.89, SD = 31.68$) than when they did not ($M = 46.35, SD = 29.33$), although this difference did not reach significance ($F(1, 27) = 2.34, p = .138$). (Both individual decisions and gender composition were controlled for in these follow-up analyses.) Additional analyses on how confident groups were that each of the three incorrect suspects committed the murder revealed no significant effects. This rules out the possibility that some conditions just made groups more confident than others did.

Finally, Table 1 includes correlations of all variables reported in the results. Of note, the correlations show that group composition was related to how long groups discussed the task ($r = -.28, p < .02$), such that surface-level homogeneous groups discussed the task for a shorter period of time; and group discussion time was positively related to group performance—the group’s confidence that the correct suspect committed the murder ($r = .26, p < .04$). Moreover, group discussion time, awareness of

---

**Table 1.** Means, standard deviations, and correlations for study variables ($N = 72$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Surface-level composition</td>
<td>0.43 (0.50)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Deep-level similarity intervention</td>
<td>0.56 (0.50)</td>
<td>-.26</td>
<td>-.21</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Awareness of unique information</td>
<td>3.01 (1.01)</td>
<td>0.26*</td>
<td>-0.21†</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Time discussing task</td>
<td>20.11 (6.67)</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>-0.46**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Feelings of similarity</td>
<td>4.62 (0.78)</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.29*</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Perceived attraction</td>
<td>5.45 (.54)</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.53**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Group performance</td>
<td>61.81 (29.20)</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-0.36**</td>
<td>0.26*</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†$p < .10$; *$p < .05$; **$p < .01$.

Notes: $N = 69$ for time discussing task and $N = 54$ for the perceptions of similarity attraction. Surface-level composition is coded 1 = homogeneous, 0 = diverse; deep-level similarity intervention is coded 1 = yes, 0 = control; and awareness of unique information is coded 1 = information is not the same (i.e. unique) to 7 = information is the same.
unique information, and group performance were all significantly correlated ($r_s > .26, p_s < .05$), meaning that groups performed better when they spent more time in discussion and, in turn, became more aware of the differences in information present among group members.

**Discussion**

This article reports how different types of diversity—surface- and deep-level—influence group decision-making and performance. Understanding the impact of diversity on decision-making groups is often complicated by the different sources of diversity that can exist and the assumed correlation among these sources. In this study, we moved beyond the typical social categorization perspective on diversity by highlighting a by-product of the social categorization process—assumptions of in-group similarity—which has been overlooked by researchers in this tradition. We argue that surface-level diversity triggers expectations that informational differences may be present in groups, making it more expected and legitimate for group members to raise and discuss unique information that may be critical for group performance. Moreover, by highlighting deep-level similarities in an effort to increase levels of attraction and diminish social categorization effects, managers may undermine the benefits of having surface-level diversity present in groups that must share unique information for effective performance.

While our results revealed a substantial amount of support for this perspective, there were some surprises. First, in support of this perspective we found that surface-level diverse groups perceived their information to be less similar, and spent more time discussing the task than did surface-level homogeneous groups. Moreover, the more time group members spent discussing the task, the more likely they were to perceive the information as different. These results were strong, expected, and independent of whether groups learned about deep-level similarities.

As argued and shown by past research, learning about deep-level similarities had a positive impact on how similar and how attracted group members felt toward one another (Byrne, 1971), but mostly for the surface-level homogeneous groups. The similarity manipulation did not reliably increase perceived attraction for the surface-level diverse groups, even though our manipulation check revealed that the number and type of similarities generated by the two types of groups did not differ. Moreover, we did not find evidence that the deep-level similarities had a differential impact on surface-level homogeneous and diverse groups’ awareness of unique information or discussion time. There was only the significant interaction on group performance showing that surface-level diverse groups performed worse after being exposed to the deep-level similarity manipulation. In contrast, surface-level homogeneous groups seemed to be helped by the intervention, although not significantly so. Overall, the general arguments made in this article were supported with some exceptions. A closer look at the deep-level similarity manipulation may lend some insight into future research opportunities.

### Table 2. Means (standard deviations) for feelings of similarity and attraction (N = 54 groups)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Surface-level homogeneous/</th>
<th>Deep-level similarity intervention</th>
<th>Surface-level diverse/</th>
<th>Deep-level similarity intervention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feelings of similarity</td>
<td>4.41 (0.88)</td>
<td>5.14 (0.69)</td>
<td>4.60 (0.60)</td>
<td>4.44 (0.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived attraction</td>
<td>5.00 (0.54)</td>
<td>5.56 (0.49)</td>
<td>5.34 (0.51)</td>
<td>5.12 (0.51)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note:* Means sharing subscripts within each row differ from one another significantly at $p < .05$. 
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Group members were instructed to spend five minutes discovering as many things as possible that all three of the group members had in common. This meant that in the process of finding these similarities, groups were also likely to discover similarities that bonded only subsets of the members, and differences where none of the group members were similar. Without a measure of these partially shared similarities or the differences that surfaced, it is difficult to determine exactly how they might have affected our results here. However, given that all groups had the same amount of time for the exercise and that there were no differences in the number of similarities discovered, it is likely that there were no systematic differences across the conditions on the number of differences found either. Future research should disentangle the effects of highlighting similarities from the effects of discovering differences, and the implications of doing this in light of a group’s surface-level composition.

Sharing unique information is difficult in groups, because sharing the information often means that one has to disagree with the rest of the group about what is important for making the group decision. Providing the context that allows groups to benefit fully from the unique information and perspectives that each group member holds is a difficult task. This research suggests that surface-level diversity might be beneficial for groups because of the legitimacy it lends to sharing unique perspectives. For surface-level homogeneous groups the obvious similarities among group members hindered the recognition of unique information and led them to perform worse. In fact, the surface-level homogeneous groups in the control condition performed worse than any others in our sample. For these groups, sharing unique information may be particularly difficult because of the social risks involved (e.g. Gruenfeld et al., 1996; Wittenbaum et al., 1999).

Surface-level homogeneous groups, where group members are concerned about being accepted by their fellow in-group members, suffer more from conformity pressures that prevent them from sharing unique information and opinions than do surface-level diverse groups (e.g. Abrams et al., 1990; Janis, 1982; Phillips & Loyd, 2006). Postmes et al. (2001) suggest that one way to overcome the reluctance to share unique information is to develop norms of criticality instead of consensus. This may be even more important for surface-level homogeneous than for surface-level diverse groups. Moreover, homogeneity without feelings of attraction and acceptance may be detrimental to groups when sharing unique information is crucial for performance (Gruenfeld et al., 1996; Jehn & Shah, 1997). There is a fine line that surface-level homogeneous groups need to walk. Feeling too similar to one another may undermine the amount of time group members spend on the task, as suggested by the correlation found here between feelings of similarity and discussion time, but not feeling similar enough may lead group members to feel insecure and have concern about sharing unique information at all.

Future research should attempt to disentangle the effects of similarity and familiarity on work teams. For instance, does familiarity have the same effect on surface-level homogeneous as it does on diverse groups? How familiar do people need to be with one another before the potential benefits of familiarity outweigh the potential downsides of similarity/diversity? From the study conducted here, it seems that increasing familiarity (e.g. via 5 minutes of discussing similarities) can only slightly overcome the conformity pressures that come along with surface-level homogeneity. However, it may take considerably longer for surface-level diverse groups to benefit from familiarity (Watson et al., 1993). The amount of diversity present in our groups, and the small group size, may also be limitations that should be considered in future research. Would the diverse groups have performed even better if they had had greater surface-level diversity? Would the results be the same if a different type of surface-level diversity were used?

In conclusion, as organizations attempt to cope with the changing demography of the work force there is a natural tendency to believe that what enhances the performance of surface-level homogeneous groups may also enhance
the performance of surface-level diverse groups. The current research suggests that enhancing the performance of workgroups is more complex than that. Our research found that attempting to diminish the salience of potentially disruptive categorical boundaries by asking members of racially diverse groups to focus on their similarities was detrimental for group performance. Diversity can be beneficial for groups, not merely because individuals belonging to different subgroups are likely to have access to differing information, but also because the presence of salient differences may legitimize the introduction and consideration of unique information in the group’s decision-making process. Both the positive and negative effects of surface-level and deep-level diversity in the workplace are yet to be fully understood. This work is another step toward understanding the effects of diversity on groups where sharing unique information is crucial to performance.

Notes
1. We conducted a follow-up study with 12 three-person racially homogeneous groups that either worked together to identify US states and capitals or worked together to identify similarities. Results revealed that identifying similarities does indeed lead individuals to feel more similar to one another than just working together recalling US states and capitals ($F(1, 10) = 10.48, p < .01$). Moreover, a comparison of feelings of similarity by the groups that worked together to identify US states and capitals ($M = 4.71, SD = .56$) and those that worked separately when they identified states and capitals (from the initial study) ($M = 4.41, SD = .88$) revealed that there was no significant difference between the two types of groups ($t(18) = .821, p = .423$). Theoretically, we do not believe that just working together (without discussing similarities) could generate our same pattern of data. The highlighting of similarities in surface-level diverse groups causes a particular threat to expectations that just working together would not. For instance, in the work by Gruenfeld et al. (1996) familiarity was found to lead to better performance when unique information needed to be shared. This suggests that both the surface-level homogeneous and diverse groups should have improved their performance after working together to highlight deep-level similarities if simply working together is all that is important. As this was not the case we believe that our current manipulation of highlighting similarities does indeed add a unique contribution to people’s experience, beyond just working together.

2. Bliese (2000, p. 361) reports that values between .05 and .30 should be expected in most applied field settings.
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